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Golden Ideas for Golden Students “A Classroom

in a book,” offers practical
advice and strategies for structuring the classroom for students with autism and other
developmental disabilities. It includes a CD with over 200 visual tools in PDF Acrobat
Reader™ format, ready to print from most computers for immediate use. These visual
tools can be used to provide instructions and structure to help students become more
successful in their academic environment.

$49.95
Tabbed Visual Cues; Use to prompt students. The visual prompt
remains when the verbal prompt fades away. Cues include, check your schedule, listen,
quiet, sit, sit on floor, stand, wait, come, give, restroom, if/then, stop, lightning bolt for
unexpected changes and more…(Color, card stock, laminated and bound)

Teacher Cues:

$20.00
Keychain Cues: Tabbed

Visual Cues; Ideal for parents to prompt children! The
visual prompt remains when the verbal prompt fades away. Cues include come, quiet,
please wait, sit, restroom, and stand. Keep on your keychain for easy access while out
and about. (Color, card stock, laminated and bound)

$7.50
Laminated and spiral bound book that contains several pages of letters
for use in spelling and reading activities. All that you need is the Velcro and the child!

Letter Book:

$30.00
Over 100 laminated and illustrated frequency
words that cover about ½ of all written vocabulary. Use with the letter book. Add the
Velcro.

Supplementary Word Packet:

$20.00
Laminated spiral bound book that contains several pages of
symbols for use in calendar activities by individual students. All that you need is the
Velcro.

My Calendar Book:

$30.00
Word of the Day/Week: Contains

8.5” X 11” Poster and Letters to post the word
of the day/week for the child to spell. All that you need is the Velcro and the child!

$12.00
Body Part Spelling: Spelling

activity, of body parts, contains pages with pictures,
words, letter bank and letter blanks. Letters with extras provided. Binding, laminating,
Velcro and child all that is needed.

$19.00
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Sorting and matching tasks for elementary or secondary
students. Cut, laminate, Velcro and organize for students to use with science and health
curriculum.

Body Part Matching:

$11.00
Spelling activity, of facial parts, contains pages with
pictures, words, letter bank and letter blanks. Letters with extras provided. Binding,
laminating, Velcro and child all that is needed.

Look at Me Spelling:

$22.00

Week at a Glance:

A weekly calendar used in the classroom and in the home to
show children and adolescents the major events of the week. Includes color
differentiated days and weekends and standard icons. Needs laminating and Velcro.
Specify heading topic: Farm animals, Dinosaurs, ABC/Numbers, Dolls, Fish,
Felines/Canines, Insects, or Trains.

Specify Heading Topic
$5.00
Color Matching: Cut, laminate,

Velcro and organize for students to sort and match
four colors; red, blue, green and orange. Contains assortment of bright easily
identifiable pictures.

$4.00
American Matching: Sorting and matching

tasks for intermediate or secondary
students. Cut, laminate, Velcro and organize for students to use with social studies
curriculum.

$14.00
Spelling activity, of American history words, contains pages
with pictures, words, letter bank and letter blanks. Letters with extras provided.
Binding, laminating, Velcro and child all that is needed.

American Spelling:

$14.00
Laminated and spiral bound book for teaching counting 1-5, 1-10, 1-20
1-30, more >/ less<, addition, subtraction, multiplication signs, problem grids, visual #
patterns to illustrate problems. All that you need is the Velcro and the child!

Math Book

$40.00
Compliance Game

Laminated cards used as a game in group activities to follow

visual directions.

$10.00
Simple task board in which the student matches
pictures of items of things that go together; shoes and socks, train and tracks, French
fries and McDonalds, smile and face, etc.

Things That Go Together

$5.00
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Structured Language Arts activities. Spelling and
alphabetizing activities to use as an extension of reading Nancy Carlson’s ABC I Like
Me. Printed in color on card stock. Needs to be laminated and Velcroed.

I Like Me Alphabetically

$15.00
39 word family structured tasks and 4 sets of
letters upper and lower case, to use with the spelling board to reinforce the spelling of
the words with the word families. Print, laminate and Velcro each word family to use.

Word Families CD

$39.95
Structured task folder activity. Symbol to symbol or
symbolic to word matching. Laminated folder activity. All you need is the Velcro and
the student.

Toy Match

$10.00
Structured task folder activity. Matching train symbols.
Laminated folder activity. All you need is Velcro and the child.

Train Match

$10.00
Structured task folder activity. Match photos to photos
or photos to words on this laminated folder task. All you need is Velcro and the
student.

Animal Match

$10.00
A schedule for use in a car, truck or van to let the child know “what
comes next” and the expectations for riding behavior. The package contains a story,
schedule board, symbols of places to visit and a starter set of Velcro. The materials are
printed on card stock in color and laminated.

Car Schedule

$25.00

CAT Kit

The Cognitive Affective Training (CAT) kit is a program that consists of visual,
interactive, and customizable communication elements for children and young adults. It is
designed to help students become aware of how their thoughts, feelings and actions all interact
and, in the process of using the various visual components, they share their insights with
others. It is an easy and effective way to work with neurotypical children and young adults as
well as with people with developmental disabilities.
$199.95

The Picture Communication Symbols are copyrighted 1981-2007 by Mayer-Johnson Inc. All Rights Reserved
Worldwide. Used with Permission.
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